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ARTICLE DETAILS ABSTRACT

Article History: For about 10 years, research on low carbon inventory management grows significantly intending to optimize 
the inventory system profit while maintaining the environmental effect in terms of carbon emissions. This paper 
presents a systematic literature review on low carbon inventory studies, particularly for the single echelon 
economic order quantity (EOQ) models. The study covers journal publications from 2010 until 2020 indexed 
in the Scopus database. Thirty-three relevant articles are identified. Besides descriptive analysis, this research 
categorizes the articles based on the inventory system affecting factors. The relationship between each factor and 
the emission is explored. Finally, it identifies several research gaps to facilitate other researchers in extending 
previous studies. The result recommends further research on the low carbon EOQ model considering the effect 
of inventory issuing policy, multiple-warehouse, different payment methods, rework and remanufacturing of 
product, and advanced technology adoption.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One focus in the development of today’s global logistics system is the 
effort to build a logistics system that is environmentally friendly in 
the framework of sustainable development. The transportation and 
industrial sector are the largest CO2 emissions contributors [1]. This 
awareness inspired many researchers, industry, and other organizations 
to develop inventory system models that can minimize the resulting 
carbon emissions. Hua et al. investigated the methods of how industries 
managing the inventory management carbon footprint [2]. The study 
considered the effect of different carbon emission regulations, i.e. carbon 
tax, carbon cap, and carbon trade on the inventory decisions. Bonney & 
Jaber is the early researchers that incorporated carbon emission costs 
into the economic order quantity decision model [3]. Meanwhile, Wahab 
et al. studied the optimal ordering quantity in a cooperative supply chain 
inventory system [4].

The emerging of low carbon supply chain inventory management topics 
also inspires some researchers to do literature reviews of the current 
development and potential future innovation. Su et al. conducted a 
literature review on operation management with a carbon emission 
consideration which is related to inventory management [5]. They 
identified four groups of models that consider different carbon policies 
in the research, i.e., economic order quantity, lot sizing, news vendor, 
and supply chain model. Das & Jharkaria studied a broader context 
by analyzing low carbon practices in supply chain operation, network 
design, and collaboration [6]. The low carbon operation includes 
inventory management similar to Su [5]. Chelly et al. also conducted a 

review on low carbon supply chain management studies focusing on 
the sources of emissions, types of emission policies, demand structure, 
and planning horizon [7]. The study recommended an integrated 
consideration of emissions from production, transportation, and 
warehousing in the quantitative supply chain inventory model.

From the above existing literature studies, we identify a need to do a 
narrow but deep literature study that focuses on the economic order 
quantity (EOQ) model of a single echelon inventory system. Since the 
development of the EOQ model at the beginning of the 20th century, 
researchers have identified and incorporated many issues that affect the 
optimum order decision regarding total cost or profit such as quality, 
reliability, demand pattern, deterioration, etc. [8]. Early studies in low 
carbon EOQ models had considered some of the key issues but others 
had not. Therefore, our literature review will comprehensively identify 
key EOQ issues that have and have not been studied. Further, this study 
aims to summarize the effect of the issues that have been studied on 
emissions and to find potential future studies to uncover the effects of 
under-studied or un-studied EOQ issues. Following this introduction, we 
present some basic theories in section 2. Section 3 explains the research 
methodology of this literature review. Section 4 presents the finding 
and discusses the result. Finally, the conclusion and some research 
suggestions are summarized in section 5.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Global warming and other environmental issues influence the current 
industry. Efforts to reduce the negative impact of business activities 
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on the environment have become global awareness. No exception to 
the negative impact of logistics activities. Many studies show that most 
carbon emissions come from materials or energy consumed in the 
production process [9]. In particular, knowledge of the effects of carbon 
emissions on global warming has inspired many researchers, industry, 
and other organizations to develop logistics systems, including inventory 
systems that produce as few carbon emissions as possible. Bonney & 
Jaber developed an inventory model that helped reflect environmental 
needs [4]. Several factors are considered such as emissions from 
transportation activities and the waste generated by each lot.

Carbon footprint can be used to measure the total amount of CO2 emissions 
of an activity, such as ordering goods, producing, transporting, storing, 
consuming, and disposing or recycling their products. In their study, 
researchers calculated the cost of carbon emissions in their supply chain 
decision models. Previous studies applied a direct accounting approach 
to translating environmental aspects of carbon emissions into economic 
parameters [10]. Battini et al. consider carbon emissions from storage in 
warehouses, garbage collection, and disposal, and transportation both 
internal and external [11]. Soleymanfar et al. developed an economic 
order quantity model with carbon emissions and partial backorder 
for emerging shortages [12]. Wee & Daryanto consider the effect of 
the defective rate, while Taleizadeh et al. took into consideration the 
discount on the EOQ model with carbon emissions [13,14]. The studies 
above take into account the cost of emissions based on the carbon tax 
system. There is much more research on the low carbon EOQ model, 
hence our literature review will systematically study the current trend 
to gain more understanding and to identify potential future studies.

A literature review study systematically identifies, evaluates, and 
interprets the existing development of a study object or topic from 
recorded documents [15]. The result can summarize certain patterns, 
emerging themes, and probably existing problems. Moreover, by studying 
the content, a literature review can contribute to a new theory. Mayring 
identified common steps in the literature review, i.e. material collection, 

descriptive analysis, category selection, and material evaluation [16]. 
The process, especially the analysis and evaluation may require several 
looping processes as feedback and correction may exist [17].

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Following the literature review processes from Mayring, our research 
consists of four stages as illustrated in Figure 1 [16]. The whole process 
is willing to answer the following research questions: 

RQ1. What key issues of the EOQ model are studied in the low carbon 
EOQ literature [8]?

RQ2. How do the key issues relate to the emission level?

RQ3. What key issues of the EOQ model have not been studied? What 
future studies are needed to get a complete understanding of the low 
carbon EOQ model?

The material collection step targeted any articles published in the Scopus 
indexed journal in the range of 2010 until September 2020. Hence, the 
search was done through the Scopus database (www.scopus.com). This 
arrangement is set to ensure the quality of the publication. Besides, the 
material must be written in English.

The searches utilized the combination of the following keywords:

①(“EOQ” OR “Economic Order Quantity “ OR “Lot Size” OR “Lot Sizing”) 
AND (“Carbon”)

②(“EOQ” OR “Economic Order Quantity “ OR “Lot Size” OR “Lot Sizing”) 
AND (“Emission”)

The material collection is followed by some filtering procedure to 
eliminate any duplication and irrelevant articles. A brief check is done 

Figure 1: Research methodology.
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carbon tax, or sustainability. It is found that most studies work under 
carbon tax regulation rather than carbon trade or carbon cap. Finally, 
Table 1 lists the distribution of articles based on the journal where the 
articles were published. The Journal of Cleaner Production is the leading 
channel for this topic, closely followed by International Journal of 
Production Economics, and then Sustainability. The number of articles 
in other journals is quite similar.

  

Figure 3: Distribution across the timeframe

Figure 4: Distribution based on keywords.

From those 33 articles, a detailed review of each article is performed. 
A categorical analysis is performed based on 16 key topics on the 
inventory model proposed by Janssen et al. [8]. 

a. Pricing and discount

Pricing decisions and offered discounts will affect customer willingness 
to buy. From the 33 reviewed articles, only 1 article discussed a discount 
that is Taleizadeh et al. [13]. The study considered an all-units quantity 
discount schedule. An algorithm was constructed to solve the effect of 
the discount schedule, leading to some iterations. The study confirmed 
the importance of purchasing cost in the profit function, but the study 
did not show the relationship between the discount rate (also means 
selling price) and the emission level. 

b. Shortage

A shortage occurs when the quantity demanded is greater than the 
inventory level. In certain situations, the customer cancels the order 
and chooses another supplier, but sometimes customers are willing to 
wait for the next supply which is called backorder. Four articles (12%) 
already consider shortage and backorder situations, those are Lee et 
al. (2017), Sarkar et al. (2018), Lin (2018), and Taleizadeh et al. Lee et 
al. (2017) considered shortages as a result of uncertainty in demand, 
delivery, and some other factors which cause lost sales [13,18-20]. The 

on the article’s title, keyword, and abstract. It is followed by a detailed 
check on the introduction, problem description, and conclusion to verify 
that the study develops a single echelon EOQ model considering carbon 
emission. Any articles that deal with multi-echelon EOQ or supply chain 
inventory model is expelled. At the end of this stage, relevant articles are 
ready for further analysis and evaluation.

Following some descriptive analysis, our study investigated the key 
EOQ issues in the literature based on Janssen et al. in category selection 
[8]. Some additional issues are used concerning the carbon emission 
regulations being studied. Finally, the material evaluation identifies 
further findings to answer the research questions.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the result of the material collection process. In the 
beginning, the total article from the keyword search is 1060. The first 
screening resulted in 776 articles. After reading all the titles, keywords, 
and abstracts, 650 articles did not relevant to the targeted inventory 
model and being expelled. In the end, there are 33 articles relevant to 
the single echelon EOQ with the carbon emission consideration.

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of articles based on the year of 
publication. The first article on EOQ with carbon emission was published 
in 2011 by Bonney & Jaber and growing especially in the last 4 years. 
Figure 4 shows the distribution of articles based on the keyword. Most 
articles identify the method EOQ and use the term carbon emission, 

Figure 2: Screening results in material collection.
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Lee et al. (2017), Lin (2018), Kazemi et al. (2018), and Taleizadeh et al. 
(2017). 

h. Special product characteristics or customer request

This issue is considered only in Jin and Shi (2017). 

i. Issue policies (FIFO, LIFO, etc.)

This topic is included in no article.  In the reviewed articles, they had not 
considered policy issues such as determining the optimum order of EOQ 
with carbon emission problems.

j. Advances in technology

This issue is found only in Toptal et al (2013). 

k. Distribution, routing, and transportation problem

This category discusses distribution, transportation, route selection, 
and location problem activities in modeling the EOQ inventory system. 
This issue is included in approximately 18% of papers, there are Bazorgi 
(2016), Lee et al. (2017), Jin and Shi (2017), Zhao et al. (2017), Yassine 
(2018), and As’ad et al. (2020).

l. Product and process reliability 

Imperfect product is considered in approximately 12% of papers 
[19]. They are Soleymanfar et al. (2015), Kazemi et al (2018), Sarkar 
et al (2018), Yassine (2018). Rework is a situation in which a defected 
product needs a re-production process to make it ideal. This topic is 
included in approximately 9% of papers. They are Shu et al. (2017) and 
Sarkar et al. (2018). 

m. Two-and multi-warehouses

Two-and-multi-warehouse is a condition when the supply chain has two 
or more warehouse facilities with a different function, and probably 
there is transportation among the warehouses. So far, no articles 
incorporate a multi-warehouse system. The models in the reviewed 
articles only discuss a single-warehouse.

n. Emissions sources 

In the emission source category, it was grouped into three matters. They 
were emission sources from transportation, production, and inventory. 

①Transport emissions are considered in approximately 61% of articles 
[18-20]. They are Boney and Jaber (2011), Bouchery et al. (2012), Tian 
et al. (2013), Gurtu et al. (2014), Bozorgi et al. (2014), He et al. (2015), 
Soleymanfar et al. (2015), Bazorgi (2016), Purohit et al. (2016), Shu et al. 
(2017), Lee et al. (2017), Jin and Shi (2017), Liao and Deng (2018), Wang 
and Ye (2018), Lamba and Singh (2018), Lin (2018), Yassine (2018), 
Zhang et al. (2019), Lamba and Singh (2019), As’ad et al. (2020). 

②Production emissions are included in approximately 24% of articles 
[29-32]. They are Shu et al. (2017), He et al. (2015), Jin and shi (2017), 
Zhao et al. (2017), Zadjafar and Gholamian (2018), Tao and Xu (2019), 
Phouratsamay and Cheng (2019), Wang and Choi (2020). 

③Emissions from inventory holding are included in approximately 73% 
of papers [18,19,33-37]. They are Boney and Jaber (2011), Tian et al. 
(2013), Chen at al. (2013), Toptal et al. (2013), Bozorgi et al. (2014), 
Hovelaque and Bironneau (2015), Soleymanfar et al. (2015), He et al. 
(2015), Bazorgi (2016), Purohit et al. (2016), Lee et al. (2017), Sarkar et 
al. (2018), Lin (2018), Lamba and Singh (2018), Liao and Deng (2018), 
Kazemi et al. (2018), Wang and Ye (2018), Lamba and Singh (2019), Tao 
and Xu (2019), Zhang et al. (2019), Phouratsamay and Cheng (2019), 
Wang and Choi (2020), As’ad et al. (2020), Taleizadeh et al. (2020).

o. Emissions regulations

In the carbon emission legislation category, there are 3 categories found, 
those are carbon cap, cap and trade, and carbon tax. 

①The carbon cap is considered in approximately 21% of papers [38-

study identified that the increase in shortage cost has a minimal effect 
on the order quantity and total cost. The other articles considered 
partial backorder

c. Multi-item inventory model [21-23]

This issue is considered in Bozorgi (2016), Lamba and Singh (2018), 
and As’ad et al (2020). It means 91% of articles work for the single item 
model.

d. Inflation and time value of money

The reviewed articles did not consider the effect of inflation and the time 
value of money to determine the optimum order of EOQ with carbon 
emissions problems.

e. Payment mechanism: credit and advance payment

This issue is included in the article from Sarkar et al. which is considered 
a multi-trade-credit-period [19]. The study found that an offer on a 
credit payment can reduce the retailer inventory as the customers may 
order more. So far, no study consider advance payment together with 
the effect of carbon emission.

f. Investment, promotion, and budget/financial constraint [18,20,24-26] 

An investment is an asset or item acquired to generate income or 
appreciation. In an economic sense, an investment is the purchase 
of goods that are not consumed today but are used in the future to 
create wealth. This topic is included in approximately 12% of papers. 
The studies are conducted by Toptal et al (2013), Choi et al (2017) Lin 
(2018), Cao et al. (2018), and Lee (2019).

g. Outdating, waste, and shrinkage

This topic is included in approximately 21% of papers [13,18,20,27]. The 
studies are conducted by Soleymanfar et al. (2015), Shu et al. (2017), 

Table 1: Distribution of Articles on the publication of journals.

Journal Title Articles 
(n=33)

Annals of Operations Research 2

Applied Mathematical Modelling 1

Computers & Industrial Engineering 2

Engineering Letters 2

European Journal of Operational Research 1

International Journal of Advanced Operations 
Management 1

International Journal of Production Economics 5

International Journal of Production Research 1

International Journal of Systems Science: Operations 
& Logistics 1

International Transactions in Operational Research 1

Journal of Applied Science and Engineering 1

Journal of Cleaner Production 6

Journal of Industrial Engineering and Management 1

Journal of the Operational Research Society 1

Operations Research Letters 2

Sustainability 3

Systems Science and Control Engineering 1

Technological Forecasting & Social Change 1
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Table 2: Summary of key issues in all articles.

No Journals

Key Issue

a b c d e f g h i j k l m
n o p

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 Liao and Deng 
(2018)            √  √  √ √ √ √   

2 Wang and Ye 
(2018)              √  √   √ √   

3 Zadjafar and 
Gholamian (2018)       √        √      √  

4 Tian et al. (2013)              √  √     √  

5 Tao and Xu 
(2019)               √ √ √ √ √ √   

6 Kazemi et al. 
(2018)       √      √    √   √ √   

7 Gurtu et al. 
(2015)              √     √ √   

8 Bouchery et al. 
(2012)              √      √   

9 Zhang et al. 
(2019)              √  √  √   √  

10 Lee (2019)      √           √ √ √ √   

11 Toptal et al. 
(2013)      √    √      √ √ √ √ √   

12 Taleizadeh et al. 
(2020) √ √     √         √  √ √   

13 Shu et al. (2017)       √     √  √ √   √  √   

14 Cao et al. (2018)     √            √  √   

15 He et al. (2014)              √ √ √  √ √ √   

16 Lee et al. (2017)  √     √    √   √  √    √   

17 Sarkar et al. 
(2018)  √   √       √    √   √ √   

18 Lin (2018)  √    √ √       √  √    √   

19 Chen at al. (2013)                √ √  √ √   

20 Hovelaque and 
Bironneau (2015)                √  √ √ √   

21 Wu et al. (2017)        √   √   √ √    √   

22 Bozorgi et al. 
(2014)              √  √    √   

23 Soleymanfar et al. 
(2015)       √      √  √  √    √   

24 Lamba and Singh 
(2018)   √           √  √  √  √   

25 Bazorgi (2016)   √        √   √  √    √   

26 Purohit et al. 
(2013)              √  √  √   √  

27 Choi et al. (2017)      √     √    √     √   

28 Boney and Jaber 
(2011)              √  √    √   

29 Lamba and Singh 
(2019)              √  √ √  √  √

30 Phouratsamay 
and Cheng (2019)               √ √  √   √

31 Yassine (2018)           √  √  √     √ √   

32 Wang and Choi 
(2020)               √ √   √  √  

33 As’ad et al. (2020)   √        √   √  √ √     √
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40]. They are Toptal et al (2013), Chen et al (2013), Liao and Deng 
(2018), Tao and Xu (2019), Lee (2019), Lamba and Singh (2019), As’ad 
et al (2020). 

②Cap-and-trade is studied in approximately 33% of papers. They are 
Toptal et al. (2013), He et al. (2015), Hovelaque and Bironneau (2015), 
Purohit et al. (2016),  Shu et al. (2017), Cao et al. (2018), Lamba and 
Singh (2018), Phouratsamay and Cheng (2019), Tao and Xu (2019), 
Zhang et al. (2019), Lee (2019). 

③The carbon tax is considered in approximately  45% of papers [13,19]. 
They are Toptal et al. (2013), Chen at al. (2013), Gurtu et al. (2014), He et 
al. (2015), Hovelaque and Bironneau (2015), Lamba and Singh (2019), 
Yassine (2018), Sarkar et al. (2018), Liao and Deng (2018), Wang and Ye 
(2018), Kazemi et al. (2018), Tao and Xu (2019), Lee (2019), Wang and 
Choi (2020), Taleizadeh et al. (2020). 

p. Demand type

In a deterministic model, demand is known and can be predicted with 
certainty [13,18,19,29,41-45]. Thus, all parameters and variables are 
known or can be calculated with certainty. Deterministic is included 
in approximately 76% of papers. They are Boney and Jaber (2011),  
Bouchery et al. (2012), Toptal et al. (2013), Chen at al. (2013), Bozorgi et 
al. (2014), Gurtu et al. (2014), Soleymanfar et al. (2015), He et al. (2015), 
Hovelaque and Bironneau (2015),  Bazorgi (2016), Jin and shi (2017), 
Shu et al. (2017), Zhao et al. (2017), Lee et al. (2017), Liao and Deng 
(2018), Wang and Ye (2018), Kazemi et al. (2018), Cao et al. (2018), 
Sarkar et al. (2018), Lin (2018), Lamba and Singh (2018), Yassine 
(2018), Tao and Xu (2019), Lee (2019), and Taleizadeh et al. (2020).

The stochastic model emphasizes that there are uncertainties on 
demand [45-47]. It may fluctuate and may not predictable. Stochastic 
demand is included in approximately 15% of papers. They are Tian et al. 
(2013), Purohit et al. (2016), Zadjafar and Gholamian (2018), Zhang et 
al. (2019). Also, recently there is a dynamic model in Lamba and Singh 
(2019), Phouratsamay and Cheng (2019), As’ad et al (2020).

The above results show that several key issues/topics received little 
attention; hence, this study shows potential further research on the 
low carbon EOQ model considering the effect of pricing and discount, 
multi items, different payment methods, rework and remanufacturing 
products, and advance technology. In some literature, green technology 
has been considered as a solution to reduce carbon emission. Therefore, 
there is a need to incorporate this kind of technology in the EOQ model. 
Further, no article considered the issue of inflation, inventory issuing 
policy, and multiple-warehouse. It is highly recommended to incorporate 
this issue in future research. For example, a multi-warehouse system 
may have transportation among the facilities which results in more 
emissions.

Further evaluation, study the relationship between carbon emission 
costs and the total cost or profit. It can be summarized that as expected, 
Wang and Ye found that by incorporating carbon emissions cost in the 
cost function, the total cost is getting bigger [39]. Gurtu et al found that 
the greater the carbon emissions, the greater the total cost [45]. From a 
different perspective, Kazemi et al. found that the smaller the emission 
cost the greater the profit [27]. Under a cap and trade regulation, Shu et 
al found that the higher the carbon quota, the lower the total cost [36].

A clear insight into the effect of each issue on carbon emission reduction 
is not yet gained. Most studies did not measure the total emissions or 
expected emissions from the proposed model. Most of them only focus 
on cost reduction or profit increase. However, some information can 
be collected related to the results of the developed model in terms of 
total cost and total emissions. For example, Chen et al. (2013) found 
that the model results in smaller cost but greater emissions. A similar 
result is identified by Purohit et al. (2015) and Tian et al. (2014). Wang 
et al. (2020) found that the greater the profit, the smaller the carbon 
emissions.

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

This research investigates the development of the single-echelon EOQ 
model which considers carbon emissions in its function. This study 
identifies 33 journal articles from the Scopus database. Although the 

search process targeted publication from 2010, the publication starts in 
2011 and gets increasing attention in the last four years. Further analysis 
and evaluation are conducted based on several important issues in EOQ 
models from Janssen et al. [8]. The EOQ models incorporated emissions 
energy usage during the production processes, in delivering product, 
and inventory holding. The most researcher considers a deterministic 
demand and worked under carbon tax regulations. 

Several key issues/topics received little attention; hence, this study 
shows potential further research on the low carbon EOQ model 
considering the effect of pricing and discount, multi items, different 
payment methods, rework and remanufacturing products, and advance 
technology. Further, no article considered the issue of inflation, 
inventory issuing policy, and multiple-warehouse. Therefore, it is highly 
recommended to incorporate this issue in future research. Besides, in 
the future, a literature review is also needed for EOQ models in multi-
echelon supply chain systems.
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